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LIVE STREAMING ON TEAMS

AGENDA
GENERAL MEETING
The project partnership meets stakeholders

DAY 1 / FEBRUARY 6, 2024
2.00PM - 6.30PM

H2IOSC: Supporting the Digital Transition in the S&CI Domain, Enabling New Generation Research

2.00PM - 3.00PM OPENING REMARKS

2.00PM CNR Delegate / Maria Chiara Carrozza
2.15PM MUR Delegate / Michele Mazzola
2.30PM DSU Delegate / Salvatore Capasso
2.45PM H2IOSC Presentation / Emiliano Degl’Innocenti

3.00PM - 4.00PM Joining forces to build H2IOSC: E-RIHS, CLARIN, OPERAS, DARIAH. Needs, expectations, outcomes

3.00PM E-RIHS National Coordinator / Costanza Miliani CNR ISPC
3.15PM OPERAS National Coordinator / Enrico Pasini CNR IIESI
3.30PM CLARIN National Coordinator / Monica Monachini CNR ILC
3.45PM DARIAH National Coordinator / Emiliano Degl’Innocenti CNR OVI

4.00PM - 4.30PM COFFEE BREAK
H2IOSC: Supporting the Digital Transition in the S&CI Domain, Enabling New Generation Research

4.30PM - 5.30PM H2IOSC Enabling New Generation Research: Champions

4.30PM DARIAH Champion / Lino Leonardi Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa
4.45PM E-RIHS Champion / Marco Cardinali University Vanvitelli, Napoli
5.00PM CLARIN Champion / Marina Buzzoni Ca’ Foscari University, Venezia
5.15PM OPERAS Champion / Luca De Santis R&D Director at Net7, Pisa

5.30PM - 6.30PM H2IOSC in the National and International RIs Landscape

5.30PM EOSC Marialuisa Lavitrano Vice-President EOSC, University Bicocca, Milano
5.45PM SSHOC Open Cluster Toma Tasovac Director of Belgrade Center for Digital Humanities and President of the DARIAH Board of Directors
6.00PM MIC Digital Library Antonella Negri Ministry of Culture, Italy
6.15PM ECCCH - ECHOES Xavier Rodier Directeur La Maison des Sciences de l’Homme Val de Loire, CNRS
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DAY 2 / FEBRUARY 7, 2024
9.00AM - 1.30PM

H2IOSC progress: problems, processes, results

9.00AM - 10.00AM PROJECT OVERVIEW

9.00AM Scientific Coordinator / Emiliano Degl’Innocenti CNR OVI
9.20AM Infrastructure Manager / Veronica Colautti CNR ISPC
9.40AM Financial Officer / Daniela Maria Palamà CNR ISPC

10.00AM - 11.00AM Scientific progress reports from the WPs / Part 1

10.00AM WP1 / Emiliano Degl’Innocenti CNR OVI
10.15AM WP2 / Monica Monachini CNR ILC
10.30AM WP3 / Alberto Bucciero CNR ISPC
10.45AM WP4 / Emiliano Degl’Innocenti CNR OVI

11.00AM - 11.30AM COFFEE BREAK

11.30AM - 12.30AM Scientific progress reports from the WPs / Part 2

11.30AM WP5 / Pietro Sichera CNR ILIESI
11.45AM WP6 / Bruno Fanini CNR ISPC
12.00AM WP7 / Enrico Pasini CNR ILIESI
12.15AM WP8 / Francesca Frontini CNR ILC

12.30PM - 1.00PM DISCUSSION

1.00PM - 1.30PM WRAP-UP, NEXT STEPS
1.30PM - 2.30PM LIGHT LUNCH

2.30PM - 4.30PM EAB + PMB Joint Session (closed session)